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Imphal Times Supplementary issue

Editorial
Imphal, Thursday, May 11, 2016

Season of discontent
Incidentally or otherwise, if anyone would care to ponder over,
there is this thing with trouble which come calling in the middle
of the year like an unwanted guest who stays back for dinner.
There has been this inexplicable and uncanny coincidence of all
sorts of things that could go wrong actually going wrong most
frequently in the middle of the year for a while now. It does not
mean to indicate a happy, calm state for the rest of the timejust an increasingly visible and consistent pattern that was not
given much thought about before now.
Could it be the change in the weather that drives most people to
commit crimes and offences, the Government to be crowded
out with scandals and revelations of misappropriation of funds,
inaction and false promises. The public, not to be outdone, has
been bringing up issues- some genuine and some blown out of
proportion, jumping in amidst the fray that makes the whole
scene rather ironically comic.
One thing is for sure- good or bad- the season for excitement
and enthusiastic agitations is just round the corner once
again. We can pretty much expect, without fail, an increase
in the blockades and bandhs- to the point when three or
four blockades are being imposed on the same road on the
same day concurrently. We can then be seeing almost
everyone out of their homes and into the streets to have a
first-hand taste of the bandh. The rains will be bringing
another set of issues from floods to accusations of apathy
by the Government and delayed help- or no help as the case
might be, to allegations of distributing live tadpoles, toads
and other living organisms through the water supply system.
A positive way to look at it would be to take heart in the
fact that the water so supplied, though apparently
undrinkable, proves for itself that it has not been poisoned.
Could it be the logical explanation as to the question of why
so many in the State have been taking to drinking from the
local breweries? Social activism will be taken to with renewed
vengeance by seasoned as well as wannabe social minded
individuals and organisations. Power cuts will be on the rise
once again- raising the temperature and lowering the
tolerance level of the common people, while the fortunate
ones will be hogging the meagre supply of power so
generously provided after allocation to the less fortunate
neighboring region has been made.
All in all, the season promises to be anything but idle. After all
something is better than nothing and normal is as boring as
always. For those of us in the news media and journalists, a
hectic yet rewarding period. What we really have been wanting
to say all along is “Keep up the good work people!”

APPLICATION FORMAT

Affix a recent self
attested coloured
passport
of
(3.5x4.5cm)
APPLICATION FOR THE POST OF .......................................

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

14.
15.

Name in full (IN BLOCK LETTERS) : ..........................................
Father’s Husband’s Name
: ...............................
Postal Address
: ..................................
Permanent Address
: .....................................
Date of Birth
: ......................................
Age (as on 01-05-2016)
: ....................................
Educational Qualification
: ........................................
Sex & Marital Status
: ...................................
Phone/Mobile No. (if any)
: ...................................
Category (SC/ST/OBC/General)
: ..........................................
Demand Draft No. with Date: .............................................
List of enclosures
: ............................
Any other relevant information
with reference to the requirement
of the post (Attach extra sheet ,
if necessary)
: ......................................
Nationality
: ...........................
Religion
: ................................

DECLARATION
I hereby declare that all statements made in this applications are true, correct and
complete to the best of my knowledge and belief and in the event of any
information being found false my candidature is liable to be cancelled.
DATE ......................
PLACE ........................
SIGNATURE OF APPLICANT IN FULL
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Contd. from previous issue

Opposing STdemand: an insulated
world view not crossing Sekmai
But they don’t seem to grasp the
fact that this definition given by ILO
was nixed by several international
communities saying it promotes
assimilationist approach. So to
replace the definition with a new
one, in 1988 and 1989, the ILO
drafted a new convention—ILO
convention No.189— re-defining
tribes as permanent society.
I wonder why they resort to such
definition as already spewed out by
peoples from all over the world in
the light of its assimilationist
proclivity. Do they really want us
being assimilated into a bigger social
fabric that can lead us to a
cataclysmic situation which we
often callextinction? If it is the case,
now is the time to use your grey
cells.
Now I am going to refer to one of
the most sarcastic press statement
I ever came across in my life which
was handed out by a group
opposing ST demand. In that
statement it wrote, “Tribal Haibasi
Phee Thongdana Leiba Amadi
Adumna Leiba Pamba Kangbuni”.
Sizing up the phrase within the
quotation, what one can nakedly
see is their attitude towards
‘chingmees’. They might have
chanted heavily romantic slogans
like ‘we are one’ in different rallies
organized by them in last few
decades playacting as if they care a
lot about them, but in their inner
core they are still the same people
thinking chingmee as ‘hanthaba
jat’.
At the end of the day, such
politically loaded and ideologically
colored mindset of Meiteis are
supported by the powerful class of
people who are riding BOLERO and
living in palatial mansions always
thinking to lord it over other
communities despite playacting as
egalitarians. That may be why they
don’t like to stand where ‘chingmee’
stands often dubbing it as ‘puwari
maning hanba’.
Chewing over prognosticative
impactsof their supercilious idea of
tribe on the psyches of hill-settlers
who have already been categorized
as ST in Indian constitution, I
cannot help but think that they are
implicitly calculating to widen the
divide between hills and valley
pretending as if they are protecting
hill interest.
From the perspective of the
adherents of Anti-ST, pro-ST’s
demand to include Meitei in ST has
been taken as an incorrect
movement having heavy potentials
to bring about more bloodshed
between ‘ching’ and ‘tam’. If I recall
correctly, this was what Arjun
Tenheiba—an adherent of antiST—had stated in a press statement
published by different Imphalbased media houses.
This is how they sell threat in our
psychesin order to make the idea of
living with ‘ching’ enjoying equal
socio-political status something not
only impossible but also
unthinkable. In every sense of the
word, it is nothing less than saying
‘hi man, don’t dare to live with
highlanders, they are sucking your
blood’. Does it sound logical? NO,
of course not, it is but disgusting—
height of madness.
Trying to make people see them as
a group of people loaded with loads
of concern for highlanders, they—
the Anti-ST group— keep saying
that this movement is soon bringing
about a bloodshed and will
absolutelycut down the already
severely warped mythical hill-valley
relation. They also dub the idea of
including meitei in ST list as a
conspiracy that expedites
balkanization of Manipur, while
ground reality says that it is meitei’s
being non-tribal status that
negated us from the idea of NE as
tribal region as evidently shown
during last year’s several months’
long ILP movement.
If you people are so concerned
about Ching-tam relation and do not
like to take up any step that may

hurt their feelings, why are you
continuing ILP movement that set
Churchandpur on flame killing nine
highlanders including a boy less
than 12 years old?
I wonder, what makes you forget
that the bodies of the nine martyrs
(as they call themselves) are still
lying in the mortuary of
Churchandpur District Hospital for
the last eight months demanding
Manipur government to withdraw
the three controversial bills?
If you read Sangai Express’s May 8,
2016 edition, you might have seen
how CCpur JAC berated 42-hour
state-wide public curfew recently
imposed by JCILPS demanding to
convert three Bills into acts. Now is
the time to understand what hill
settlers wantto say with the
sentence ‘the state wide curfew had
absolutely no impact on any part of
the tribal territories that account for
about 90 percent of present
Manipur’ which was a part of the
statement made by joint action
committee against anti-tribal bills.
Now there is a question for you: Is
there no possibility of bringing about
abloodshed between ‘ching’ and
‘tam’ by rekindlingILP movement?’ I
know you will have no answer—
always self-defeating, because your
argument never bases on truth. You
are opposing ST movement for the
sake of opposition, not for justice or
truth as someone expressed on
Facebook.
Taking notes of Anti-ST
campaigner’s mercurial views, now
one will see how their arguments fall
flat as they are neither there nor here
in the course of the whole argument.
They always put themselves in a
contradictory position where they
say one thing and do the other, just
opposite to what they said.
Before I wind up with this write up,
on behalf of pro-ST, I would like to
spell out misleading ideas they
injected into our poor people saying
that being included in ST list has
nothing to do with protection of our
land, or rather our territorial identity.
While trying to understand about
protection of our territorial integrity,
we can refer to article 19 of Indian
constitution. In sub clause (d) of
19(1) it writes that all citizens of India
have the right to move freely
throughout the territory of India and
in sub clause (e) of the same article
you will find it saying that all
citizens of India have the right to
reside and settle any part of the
territory of India. But in clause (5)
of the article says that there will be
restriction of exercising any of the
rights conferred by the sub clauses
(d) and (e) in the interests of any
scheduled tribe.
Now you may have clearly
understood that the moment you
become scheduled tribe your land
is also protected becoming
scheduled area. Thus by getting
ourselves listed in ST we can
protect the land where we settle as
chingmees protect the land where
they live. In this way we the people
of Kangleipak, both chingmee and
Tamee, can protect the whole
Manipur from the onslaught of
other people we call ‘mayang’.
My appeal to anti-ST campaigner is
‘please go beyond Sekmai and know
the reality that people living there
at hills are also our own people—
Eikhoi gi Ichil Inaosing. Only
chanting “chingmee tamee iching
inao ni’ won’t bring anything
positive. Be out of the maze and
locate yourselves where ‘chingmees’
are if you really think that we are
‘Ichin Inao”.
(Concluded)
(Disclaimer – the views expressed
here is purely of the author and has
not reflected the ideas of team
Imphal Times. This is one first article
which directly argued the stand of
team Imphal Times on the issue for
demand of Scheduled Tribe status
for Meitei/Meetei. We welcome all
constructive argument as we believe
that seeing all loopholes is the only
means to make some good decision.
Editor)

MANIPUR LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY SECRETARIAT
NOTIFICATION
Imphal the 10th May, 2016
No. 1/13(7)/2016-LA(E): Applications are invited from the intending candidates
for direct recruitment to the following categories of posts in the Manipur Legislative
Assembly Secretariat on regular basis. The number of posts may be increased or
decreased subject to availability of vacancies from time to time.
1.

1(one) post of Under Secretary (regular basis):
Pay
Scale

Essential Qualification

Desirable

Rs.
9300+34,800
and
Grade
pay of
Rs.
5400/-

Master’s Degree in any
discipline of a recognised
University
Or
LLB with 3(three) years
experience at a Bar

i)
Knowledge
of
Computer
Application
ii)
Knowledge
of Hindi
and
Manipuri

Age Limit

2.

5(five) post of Reporter Grade-III (regular basis):
Pay
Scale

Essential Qualification

Desirable

Rs.
9300+34,800
and
Grade
pay of
Rs.
4200/-

1. Graduate of any recognised
University with 80 w.p.m in
English Shorthand and typing
speed (English) 40w.p.m
relaxable upto 35 w.p.m for
SC/ST and OBC
CANDIDATES.
2. Candidate should qualify the
recruitment examination to be
conducted by the Manipur
Legislative Assembly except in
respect of reserved vacancies.
3.Education or other
qualifications relaxable in
respect of physically
handicapped persons.

i)
Diploma
in
Computer
Applications.
ii)
Knowledge
of Hindi
and
Manipuri

3.

1(one) post of Store Assistant (regular basis):
Pay
Scale

Essential Qualification

Graduate of any recognised
Rs.
5,200+20,200 University
and
Grade
pay of
Rs.
1,900/4.

Desirable
i)
Knowledge
of Hindi
a
n
d
Manipuri

UR

1
38 yrs.
and below
(Relaxable
by 5 yrs
for SC/ST
& 3yrs.
for OBC
Candidates)

Age Limit

ST

OBC

0

0

UR

4
38 yrs.
and below
(Relaxable
by 5 yrs
for SC/ST
& 3yrs.
for OBC
Candidates)

Age Limit

UR

1
38 yrs.
and below
(Relaxable
by 5 yrs
for SC/ST
& 3yrs.
for OBC
Candidates)

ST
1

ST

OBC

0

0

1(one) post of Security woman (regular basis):
Pay
Scale

Essential Qualification

Desirable

Rs.
5,200+20,200
and
Grade
pay of
Rs.
1,900/-

i) HSLC Passd
ii) Min. Height 5’2’’
iii)
Min.
Chest
measurement 31’’33’’
iv) Knowledge of Hindi
and Manipuri
v) Physically fit

Training
in NCC/
A r m y /
Police or
o t h e r
similar
training

5.

2(two) posts of Farrash (regular basis):
Pay
Scale

Essential Qualification

HSLC pass
Rs.
4,400+7,440
and
Grade
pay of
Rs.
1,300/-

6.

Desirable
i)
Knowledge
of Hindi
a
n
d
Manipuri

Age Limit

UR

1
Min 18
yrs. Mix
30yrs
(Relaxable
by 5 yrs
for SC/ST
& 3yrs.
for OBC
Candidates)

Age Limit

UR

38yrs. and 2
below
(Relaxable
by 5 yrs
for SC/ST
& 3yrs.
for OBC
Candidates)

ST

OBC

0

0

ST

OBC

0

0

1(one) post of Cook (regular basis):
Pay
Scale

Essential Qualification

Class VIII passed
Rs.
4,400+7,440
and
Grade
pay of
Rs.
1,300/-

Desirable
i)
Knowledge
of Hindi
a
n
d
Manipuri

Age Limit

UR

38yrs. and 1
below
(Relaxable
by 5 yrs
for SC/ST
& 3yrs.
for OBC
Candidates)

ST

OBC

0

0

Terms and Conditions:
1. Application on plain paper (type-written) stating the particulars mentioned in
the attached APPLICATION FORMAT along with attested copies of certificates/
marksheets/testimonials etc. should reach the office of undersigned on or before
18th May, 2016 during office hours.
2. Application must be accompanied by (i) Application fee of Rs. 250/- (Rupees
two hundred and fifty) only for Gen/OBC candidates and Rs. 150/- (Rupees one
hundred and fifty) only for SC/ST candidates by Demand Draft/Banker’s Cheque
drawn from SBI, Imphal Branch, M.G. Avenue, Imphal in favour of Deputy Secretary
(Admn), Manipur Legislative Assembly which must be drawn after the date of
publication of this notification and before the last date of submission of applications
(ii) Three recent and identical passport size photographs (3.5x4.5cm) duly signed
by the candidate (one each to be pasted on the top right corner of the applications
& bottom right corner of the admitcard respectively and another to be stitched
with the application) and (iii) Attested copies of certificates/marksheets/testimonials
etc.
3. Applicants are advised to fill up their application forms correctly, properly and
completely otherwise their application will be rejected.
4. Candidates already in service should submit their applications through proper
channel. Advance crop may be submitted directly. However, in such cases the
candidate should submit “NO OBJECTION CERTIFICATE” or original application
duly forwarded by the Competent Authority.
5. Date of Written Test/Selection Test/ Interview will be notified later on.
6. Candidates will have to appear for Written Test/Selection Test/ Interview at the
place/time yet to be notified at their own cost as and when required.
7. The Assembly Secretariat shall verify the antecedents or documents submitted
by the candidates at any time either at the time of app intment or during the
tenure of the service. In case, if it is detected that the documents submitted by the
candidates are fake or the candidate has a clandestine antecedents/background and
has suppressed the said information, his/her services shall be terminated forthwith.
8. Decision of the authority as to the ineligibility or otherwise of the candidate
will be final.
9. This notification may be cancelled any time without assigning any reasons as
per decision of the authority.
10. Detailed information can be had from the office of the undersigned during
office hours.
Sd/(G. Tapankumar Sharma)
Deputy Secretary (Admn)
Manipur Legislative Assembly.
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